
Classico chalk-based paint is a water durable chalk-based paint for indoors and outdoors, developed with the most

durable and environmentally-friendly techniques of the moment. Classico has excellent adhesion and coverage. The

addition of chalk creates an intense matte and powdery look.
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Apply without further preparation. 

Prepare with at least one layer of WallPrim Pro.

Prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Apply without further preparation.

Apply without further preparation.

If powdery, prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Degrease with Super Cleaner. Prepare with two layers of WallPrim Pro.

Prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.

Degrease with Super Cleaner and sand it. Remove the dust and wipe clean.
Prepare with one layer of OmniPrim. Note: Wood needs to be sufficiently dry
to avoid contraction of the wood.

Degrease with Super Cleaner and sand it. Remove the dust and wipe clean.
Prepare with one layer of OmniPrim, before applying two colours of Classico
mixed on the wood.

Strongly dilute Classico to desired effect (max. 85%). Note: Thinning has an
effect on the color.

If powdery, prepare with at least one layer of WallFix.
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Product specifications
Indoors

Painted walls, newly plastered walls, (non-woven) wallpaper, vinyl, lime

plaster, concrete plaster, suction mineral stones, clean brickwork, aerated

concrete, drywall, plaster blocks, wood and other mineral surfaces. 

Are available according to the Pure & Original colour card. Available by

request in RAL colours.

0,25L, 1L, 2,5L, 5L, 10L

1,43 g/cm3

+/- 40% vol.

2%

Super matte

acrylate Copolymer

8-9

None

50°C

30gr

20gr

A/i

Application

Surface

Colours

Packaging

Basic information for white paint at 20°C
Specific gravity

Solids content

Gloss level 60 degrees

Gloss experience

Binder

Ph value

Flash point

Resistant up to

VOC
Legal EU-limit

Product content

VOC classification

Walls and ceilings

Ideal for

Water based

Coloured with natural and organic

pigments

Chalk matte effect

Smooth

97% mineral

Very environmentally friendly

High coverage

Characteristics

Surface preparation
The surface must be suitable for wall paint. The surface that you will paint should be clean, dry, and free of dust and oil.

With proper surface preparation you help the paint system with long-term protection. Remove all surface dirt and loose

layers of paint, including any chalk and rust. Sand any glossy surfaces until matte. Remove or clean any grease, humidity

or nicotine spots with a suitable cleaning product and rinse if necessary.

Reparation spots

Surface with suction differences

Highly absorbent surfaces

Powdery and sanded surfaces

Painted walls

(Non-woven) wallpaper

Newly plastered walls

Vinyl

Aerated concrete, drywall, and plaster
blocks

Lime plaster, cement plaster

Suction mineral stones, clean brickwork

Wooden surfaces

Wooden surfaces with a worn effect

Wooden surfaces with visible grain

Other mineral surfaces

Non-flammable

Little to no odour
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Paint application

Tools

Before use

Coverage per layer

Practical yield

Number of layers

Recommended thickness dry layer

Recommended thickness wet layer

Temperature

Dilution

After use

Colour accuracy

Touch up

Recoating

Airless
Pressure

Tip

Angle

Dilution

Drying time at 20°C
Drying time dust-free

Recoating

Hardening time

Round or flat brush, roller or airless.

Stir well and mix cans of the same paint and colour that will be used on the

same wall together in a large bucket; and check the colour.

9-12 m2/L

The yield depends on the surface, method of application, applied layer

thickness, tools used, and application conditions.

2

50 microns

124 microns

>15°C, <25°C (air, surface, and material)

Relative humidity: max. 85%

Max. 10%, water

Clean hands and tools immediately after use with soap and water.

The colour becomes true after application of the second layer.

After retouching, recoat entire surface.

After drying, Classico is immediately recoatable with a new layer of Classico.

If desired, Licetto can also be recoated with any other type of water-based

paint.

150 -180 bar

0,021"-0,023"

50°

No

30-60 mins

4 hours

7 days

Do not paint in direct sunlight. Paint from a dry surface to a wet and already painted surface. Failing to comply to

conditions for application, application methods and/or drying times can influence the paint finish and appearance.

Durability and storage
Shelf life: 12 months. Keep in original packaging and in a dry and frost-free place.

Disposal guide
Empty pots and dried up paint

Remaining paint

Environment and health

Household waste

Household hazardous waste
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Legal regulations
The user of this product must abide by the national health, safety, and environmental laws.

Technical advice
Not all actual possible surfaces and their treatments can be dealt with in this technical information brochure. Therefore, it

is advisable to consult your supplier for advice in specific situations. This technical information has been compiled

according to the latest painting techniques. Liability for general validity of this advice must be rejected, because

application and working techniques are beyond our influence and major differences in the types of surface continually

call for an adjustment of the procedure according to the insight of a competent user.

Safety
This paint irritates skin and eyes. In case of contact, wash carefully with a lot of water and immediately consult a doctor.

Keep the paint outside of children's reach. Ventilate well during the application and drying process.

Disclaimer
The information in our specification sheets and the technical advice - whether orally, in writing or in the form of a

demonstration - is intended as a guide and is given with our best intention and in good faith. The information is based on

years of practical experience and research, but gives no guarantee, since application skills and conditions our beyond our

control. For more information, you can contact our dealers or consult our website. We cannot be held liable for the

performance of products that result from improper use or that are beyond the value of the goods supplied by us. This

does not affect your statutory rights.


